
SOCIAL MEDIA
STARTER SET



I've worked with countless businesses in all types of industries and

they usually have one thing in common. They haven't built a solid

foundation when it comes to starting a business and often dive in

head first without doing the proper homework called, "research."

I created this short Social Media Starter Set to help you get started on

your social media posting goals, this is just a push to get you going in

the right direction.

Use this set as a guide to help you map out your starting point for

business and get started in the right direction. Now Get To Posting!

HELLO, LATOYA HERE!
I'm so excited for this next

journey you're about to take and

I'm glad you've invited me along

for the ride! Some call me the

Business Builder, but Latoya is

fine :)

@latoyaknowsbiz linkedin.com/in/latoyamorris@latoyaknowsbiz



SOCIAL MEDIA BONUSES (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
What Is Your Brand Voice
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Character/Persona Tone

Language Purpose

Friendly Warm

Professional Inspiring

Authoritative Playful

Passionate Funny

Humble Quirky

Direct Scientific

Whimsical Fun

Serious Insider

Jargon-Filled Simple

Savvy Complex

Engage Sell

Inform Enable

Educate Amplify

Delight Entertain
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FOCUS ON THE HASHTAGS THAT WILL REACH YOUR AUDIENCE
My Hashtags
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HASHTAG SET #1:

# #

# #

# #

HASHTAG SET #2:

# #

# #

# #

HASHTAG SET #3:

# #

# #

# #
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JUMPSTART YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE 
25 Days of Social Media Content
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BUSINESS 
TIP

INSPIRING 
QUOTE

GET
PERSONAL

ASK A
QUESTION

FREEBIE

INSPIRING
QUOTE

GET
PERSONAL

ASK A
QUESTION

BUSINESS
TIP

MOTIVATE

BUSINESS 
TIP

INSPIRING 
QUOTE

GET
PERSONAL

ASK A
QUESTION

SPECIAL
OFFER

INSPIRING
QUOTE

GET
PERSONAL

ASK A
QUESTION

BUSINESS
TIP

MOTIVATE

BUSINESS 
TIP

INSPIRING 
QUOTE

GET
PERSONAL

ASK A
QUESTION

SHARE A
POST

Show that
you're an expert

in your field

Share a quote
that touches

your followers

Show people a
behind the

scenes

Ask a question
related to your

field

Offer something
to show your an

expert

Share a quote
that touches

your followers

Share a quote
that touches

your followers

Share a quote
that touches

your followers

Share a quote
that touches

your followers

Share why you
love what you

do

Live sneak peek 

Share one of
your hobbies

Take a selfie

Ask for product
feedback

Get to know
your follows

Take a poll

Ask where your
follows are from

Show that
you're an expert

in your field

Show that
you're an expert

in your field

How to use your
product

Show that
you're an expert

in your field

Share a quote
that will

encourage

Share your
success story

Exclusive to
followers only

Share a post
that represents

your brand
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Stop comparing yourself to
others and instead work on

improving yourself for a better
version of You!
~ LATOYA MORRIS



NEED MORE INSIGHT TO START
YOUR BUSINESS THE RIGHT WAY?

GET YOUR COPY TODAY

Get a copy of my workbook, now available as an eBook!

 

In this workbook I offer the foundational structure needed to

build a strong business that will stand out from the rest by

providing the necessary tools to help prepare you for the

marketplace and beyond. You'll also learn: How to set goals that

actually work, which business entity is right for you, who your

customer really is and so much more!

90 Page
eBook
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https://latoyamorris.com/product/blueprint-for-startup-businesses-e-book-digital-download/

